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Introduction

The basis of the analysis is philological and its method is the
comparison of the orthographic and morphologic elements of
the text with the orthography and morphology of classical Arabic.
The deviations from the classical norm constitute the amount of
colloquial elements found in this text, with the exception of such
deviations as could be caused by (scribal) error; frequency
of occurrence, thus, is a prime criterion for legitimating a form
as a colloquial element.

Where found deviations are treated in other studies (known to
the author), these are cited, and when compared herewith it
will be possible to define a number of the found deviations in this
text in relation to the characteristics of texts treated by other
authors. Modern Arabic dialects, mainly the dialect of Cairo,
are compared with the language of the text on the ground that
this dialect is well known and offers material studied to an accept-
ably extensive degree. The fact that modern Cairene Arabic is
later than that of the text is important, too, as a comparison with
(presumably) other stages of the language is made in order to
establish tentatively a temporal limit for the text.

I. Orthography

The text contains several deviations from classical Arabic
orthography; a number are of such a frequency as to indicate a

* In: Das Buch der wunderbaren Erzählungen und seltsamen Geschichten,
phonetical basis, whereas others occur less frequently and could be due to scribal error or uncertainty on the part of the author. A few of the less frequent deviations may be classified as insignificant, although they might be significant in a larger context. The limited extent of the text analysed determines this uncertainty.

a. Loss of hamza

Loss of hamza is the rule. Several exceptions are found, but as some of these are owing to the editor (cf. p. XV, line 26–35), no conclusions can be drawn from their presence.

Loss of hamza is known in early Arabic dialects, mostly in Ḥijāz (Rabin pp. 130–45), but is generally characteristic of Middle Arabic (Fück p. 58 a.o.; Blau pp. 74–75, 125–26 a.o.) and of modern dialects (cf. e.g. Spitta § 3, 102 and 103; Driver § 4; Mitchell pp. 30–34).

a.a. Word-changes resulting from loss of hamza:

| 235/14/9 | مَرَّةٌ (مَرَّةٌ) |
| 236/2/10 |
| 237/2/5 |
| 237/13/9 |
| 245/19/7 |
| 249/13/15 |
| 253/19/13 |
| 237/20/1 | بَضْرَةٌ (بَضْرَةٌ) |
| 238/9/4 | يِجِىِوُاُ (يِجِىِوُاُ/يِجِىِوُاُ) |
| 242/3/1 | يِجِىِ (يِجِىِ) |
| 254/1/11 | يِجِىِوُاُ (يِجِىِوُاُ/يِجِىِوُاُ) |
| 243/3/9 | جَآُواُ (جَآُواُ) |
| 254/17/11 | جَآُواُ (جَآُواُ) |
| 240/14/8 | جَآُئِ (جَآُئِ) |
| 242/2/11 | الْشَّيِّ (الْشَّيِّ) |
| 250/8/9 |
b.a. Substitution of ُ by ُ: 
237/20/1  بضراً (ظراً)
240/11/6
240/15/2
246/3/8
247/2/7
250/10/4
244/18/8 (ظهرة)
241/16/1 (ظراً)
240/1/1 (فتحاء)
248/16/11 (فتحاط)

b.b. Substitution of ُ by ِ: 
238/13/3  ضرط (ضermint)

2. Emphatization of originally non-emphatic consonants: 
238/7/9  سخام (سخام)

Merging of ُ and ُ in the pronunciation within small population groups is mentioned by authors writing in the second half of the 8th century (A.D.) and would be known earlier (Fück pp. 44, 50); merging is frequent in Middle Arabic (Fück p. 58–59; Blau pp. 76, 126) and is the rule in modern dialects (Driver § 3, cf. Spitta § 2a) where emphasis spreads from a single syllable to the word, suffixes included. In a few cases a de-emphatization is found.

d. Merging of certain forms of verba III ِ/ُ: 
235/13/4  ترا (ترا)
237/4/6  تمشي (تمشي)
239/12/13  جرى (جري)
230/13/8
e. Merging of forms of *verba III* w/y with *III hamzae*:

250/2/10 (cf. a.a) 

Merging of forms of *verba III* w and III y—already the rule for the derived forms in classical Arabic—are considered to be due to the decrease found in occurrence of *verba III* w (Ferguson’s item III; Blau pp. 12–13 and 105; Blau, Grammar § 91; on modern dialects, see Spitta § 106a; Driver VII § 5).

Common to the deviations from classical Arabic orthography is simplification.

Emphatization of entire words is possibly explained by retention of the secondary articulation of emphasis past the syllable in which an emphatic consonant occurs, and in consequence the following of phonetics on the part of orthography, recording as emphatic all consonants of the word that could be emphatic in classical Arabic, whether they etymologically are so or not.

Loss of hamza and merging of forms of *verba III* w and y, with the transition of *verba III hamzae* into III w/y, are also examples of the reduction in number of orthographical elements.

It results that at the time of writing down of the text loss of hamza, particularly in inter-vowel position, was general; z and ɣ merge so that z generally becomes ɣ, whereas the single instance of ɣ becoming z could be explained as hyper-correction (“reflected ignorance”, cf. Blau p. 29ff. and elsewhere). The uncertain orthography in the case of *verba III infirmae*, to which III hamza may be counted at the time when this text originated, indicates a total or partial merging of these.

In conclusion, the deviation from the classical Arabic orthographical norm found in the text show a reduction in the number of elements, a simplification of the system.

II. Morphology

Under morphology is treated *scriptio plena*, although it could be classified under orthography; the reason is the function of these forms in defining person and gender, especially *feminimum*, as well as verbal forms.
The three forms listed first show a clear distinction between masc. and fem. forms, where these could not be distinguished with certainty in classical Arabic. Whether the long -ι was pronounced or not is not known; the yāʾ could be solely an orthographic sign for fem., but could as well be a feature analogical with the imperfect, after its giving up of the ending -na in 2.f.sg. (and 3.m.pl., eventually including 3.f.pl.), thus making the long -ι the mark of 2.f.sg. in general, combined with ι and ι (on antι, cf. Blau pp. 71, 130; Blau, Grammar § 37; on the same forms in modern dialects, cf. Spitta §§ 32a, 33b and 93a, where forms with a long -ι are possible; Driver II § 2 and III § 1, where a long -ι is possible too; Mitchell pp. 52–53 and 70, where a long -ι is not registered as possible, except when combined with a suffix and/or the usually negative particle -8).

Generally short vowels in final position are omitted resulting in merging forms; in certain cases marking of gender is necessary and in consequence the vowel becomes long (so much readier as some vowels in final position originally were long).
taqūl for taqul could be scriptio plene of apocopatus, but could also indicate that the modes of the verb no longer were distinct, that only one mode was current at the originating time of the text (on the general tendency towards scriptio plene in post-classical Arabic, particularly in verba mediae infirmae, cf. Blau pp. 72 note 1 and 129–130; Blau, Grammar § 86.1. Fück, p. 61, notes that the jussive is substituted with indicative in most cases). Taking into consideration the rarely found distinction between the indicative and jussive, substitution of apocopatus with the indicative in this case seems most probable. Lengthening of the vowel in the imperative of verba med. infirm.—in the text rūḥ for rāḥ—could be either scriptio plene or analogy with the imperfect (Blau p. 129; Grammar § 86.1, note 198 in particular. Fück does not mention this change). Parallelled with modern dialects where long vowel is the rule except in cases where construction with a suffix would result in a doubly long syllable (Spitta § 105d; Driver VII § 3; Mitchell p. 81), it seems probable that there is an analogy with the imperfect indicative. Hūnā could be scriptio plene of hunā or developed from hâhunâ. Its development from hâhunâ is argued by Blau (p. 70; Grammar § 7.1) based on the existence of hōn in Jewish Arabic, hōna in middle Iraqi, and its not infrequent use in modern dialects; in agreement with Driver (XIX § 1), who has the form in Damascus and Aleppo Arabic as hawn or hōn, a development from hâhunâ is assumed (a development: hunā > hawna (> hōn) would also be in opposition to the regularity of diphtongization found in Arabic).

b. 3.m.pl. of verba III y having the form of the strong verb in the perfect.

242/11/3

This type of form is found most often in Egyptian Arabic and Mahgrebine texts (Blau pp. 57, 62 and 67; Blau, Grammar § 95) but also elsewhere (Fück p. 118). Modern dialects have the form as a rule (Spitta § 106b; Driver VII § 5; Mitchell p. 74). The form makes possible a distinction between verba III w and III y, which in classical Arabic is not possible for verbs having an
“i” or an “u” in the second syllable in the imperfect (in unvoiced texts it is not possible to distinguish these verbs from verbs having an “a” in the imperfect, either, where ḡazawā becomes ḡazaw and ramayā > ramaw; Wright I § 166b). Influence from the imperfect where it is possible to distinguish could be the case (as also for 3.f.sg., e.g. ḥaš(i)ya).

c. Use of the demonstrative pronoun ḏā, for classical ḥāḏā:
235/11/3
نا الوبل (هنا الوبل)
238/16/3
ما زا الأ (ما ها اذا)
240/14/7
هو نا جاني (هو الس/قد (؟) جائي)

The demonstrative pronoun ḏā is found most frequently in Egyptian Arabic texts (Blau pp. 65–67), and it is characteristic for the modern Egyptian Arabic (where ḏ becomes ḍ) (Spitta § 35; Mitchell p. 56). In modern Egyptian Arabic dialect it is usually placed after its noun which must be determined; placed before its noun it carries with it a notion of depreciation. In the two cases listed first ḏā stands for ḥāḏā (possibly ḏālika/ṭilka(?)), while in the third case the meaning of ḏā is not quite clear. In its context ḏā defines either the person or the action; defining huwa the pronoun retains its character of adjective (in postposition, a characteristic of Egyptian Arabic), whereas its definition of the verbal action would imply function as an adverb.

c.a. Plural variant of ḏā: ḏālika.
245/4/5
جاوا نوليك المدمفين

Egyptian Arabic has the plural ḏōl of da, both in middle and modern dialect (Blau p. 66, on middle Egyptian Arabic; in modern dialect, cf. Spitta § 35a; Mitchell p. 56), while the form found here is not found in dialects other than Syrian Arabic (Driver II § 4). This form could have developed from ḏā-ulā‘ika; Blau (Grammar § 32.8) proposes development from ḥā-ulā‘ika for ḥāliki, and a development in analogy with this of ḏā-ulā‘ika to ḏālika could then hardly be considered improbable. Compared
with modern Egyptian Arabic َدَلَّ < َدَلَل the development َدَلَلَ < َدَلّل should correspond to َدَلَ and َدَلَٰکا respectively in classical Arabic. Whether there is a distinction between the forms as to the distance of the object referred to—as in classical use—could not be ascertained in the context given.

d. َرَعَيْشُ؟%ً for the interrogative َمَا

was found as a rule in the text, as is usual for postclassical Arabic (Blau pp. 62, 108; Blau, Grammar § 33.2) and in modern dialects (Spitta § 38ة, cf. 146 a on َرَعَيْشُ in Egyptian Arabic outside Cairo; Driver II § 6). In combination with the preposition َلِيَل َرَعَيْشُ؟%ً is formed (for classical َلِيُمَا > َلِيٰمَا):

255/3/2

ليَرَعَيْشُ؟%ً

The shaping of this pronoun and its taking over of the interrogative function of classical َمَا makes the use of negative َمَا less ambiguous. The other functions of َمَا (relative, infinitive, indefinite pronominal) are in modern dialects limited to a small number of conventional constructions (Spitta §§ 144 and 148; Driver II §§ 6 ult., 8, 9 and XVI § 2 (p. 205–06); Mitchell pp. 85 (9), 86 (10 (ii)), 112 (c)) as well as classicizing and in phrases borrowed from the classical language (proverbs, sayings; quotation). A few neologisms with َمَا are coined (a.o. the conjunction َفِمَا and َبِنْدَا-مَا; Fück p. 62).

e. َرَعَح + personal suffix used as reflexive pronoun:

238/8/10

اِنْتَضَعَعلا ترَعَح

238/18/5

فَأَرْسُبَ بِرَعَح

245/20/9

فَاكُونَ فِد استَنْدُيَتْ لِروْحَ

264/3/9

وَلَه افْتَلَ رَعَحُ

َرَعَح has the function most frequently attributed to َنَفَس in classical Arabic. َنَفَس as a reflexive pronoun is found in modern dialects (Spitta § 140ة; Driver II § 11), together with other reflexive expressions (َرَعَضِ, َزَتِّ, َبُزَن); َرَعَح in this meaning is found in modern Egyptian Arabic, although not registered in the existing grammatical treatments (but are found in Spiro’s dictionary, the 1895
edition as well as that of 1923; the English-Egyptian Arabic version on the other hand does not list it; reflexive رَحُ فِرَّ (ترضيهم) is found in e.g. M. I. Hassan: In-nâs wil-malik, Copenhagen 1971, passim).

f. General omission of the ending -na of 2.f.sg. in the imperfect constructed with personal suffix:

235/12/11 ترضيهم (ترضيهم)
237/16/8 ترضيني (ترضيني)
252/4/13

The case listed last is known in classical Arabic as a possibility (haplography; Wright I § 186c), but is the rule in postclassical Arabic. The first case could be due to an extension of this possibility so as to become the rule for all suffixes; on the other hand it could be a result of the merging of the modi of the verb (cf. below).

g. The indicative of the verb in short form is found generally:

236/3/3 ويضحكوا الناس على
236/12/5 ويضحكوا عليه
236/15/3 والناس مجتمعون عليه ويقولوا
237/14/6 ونذا بجيوا يشتفتو
237/20/2 والك يا عشرة الاف بذرا تقولي صر منجماً
239/9/5 وإنك تأمّل إلى فقَمّدت لا يجلك
239/14/12 قبل أن يدوروا بين فيشتفتو
239/16/6 انني ما تخلاك لعلى هلاكي
240/1/8 هاتوا المنجمين والذين يضربون بالرمل
241/20/11 انني امرأة تتعلق على شنقي
244/5/7 ثم رجع إلى أصحابه وقال ايش تعملوا؟
244/18/9-13 لا تزالى خذلى حتى تربني مصلوباً
Merging of the indicative and subjunctive in normal consonant script could only be detected in 2.f.sg., 3.m.pl., 3.f.pl., 2.m.pl. and 2.f.pl. where the ending -na is omitted in the subjunctive in classical Arabic. When the desinential flexion of these forms are omitted, it is most probable that the other forms (persons) do not retain the flexion either, and it is furthermore most probable that forms with a short vowel ending have lost the vowel first, and that the other forms eventually have followed the trend (Blau pp. 84–6 and 128; Blau, Grammar § 171; Fück p. 59–60). The short form of the imperfect is almost the only type found in modern dialects (Spitta § 90a, cf. § 92 and 93a–b; Driver III §2; Mitchell p. 70), but forms with a nūn could be found in classicizing contexts (Blau p. 63; Driver loc. cit.; a possible explanation is offered in Blau p. 78 sqq.: an analytical substratum; change in the stability of the short vowels, particularly when ending a word).

To round off, it should be remarked that modus energicus is not found in modern dialects (Spitta § 90 a(2)) and hardly in Middle Arabic; in this text no occurrence thereof was registered.
This change seems to run parallel with the substitution treated in g and for the same reason (Blau pp. 78–79 and 126–27; Blau, Grammar § 112; Fück p. 60 does not say that casus obliquus replaces casus rectus but the examples given all have casus obliquus). Similar changes take place in the dual and in the pluralis fractus as well as pluralis samus fem.; according to Blau the changes have taken place first in the two latter forms, whose casus was marked by a short vowel, and has later had an effect on the forms with casus endings not having a short vowel alone—as a result of a decreasing use of casus in general. That casus obliquus became the one to take over the function of the other casus must be due to the fact that it occurred most frequently, as it represented two casus: accusative including adverbs, and genitive (Blau p. 79 note 1). The form is general, maybe the only one, in modern dialects (Spitta § 70; Driver XI § 4; Mitchell p. 37–38).

Resuming, the deviations from classical Arabic morphology found in this text are:

A clear tendency towards less ambiguity in the meaning of the single word; towards a more distinct separation of forms that can (could) be mistaken for one another (‘antis for ’anti; ḥaš(i) yû); towards a splitting up of the partial meanings of ambiguous words (‘ayš/’èš for mā, rûḥ for nafs); towards a simplification of the verbal system and of the formation of the plural as well as the more rare dual through the dwindling use of desinen-
tial flexion and the resulting changes (and in conclusion modifications are introduced by particles and expressed through position in the sentence). The demonstrative pronoun ِْاْاْ gains functional area at the cost of ِْاْاْ.

Having determined these deviations from the classical Arabic norm, the analytical tendency in the text becomes clear in contrast to the synthetic structure of the classical language.
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